ACCESSORIES

**CYLINDERS**

- **OXYGEN LO-20** (20 cu. ft.)
- **ACETYLENE LM-10** MC-Acetylene (10 cu. ft.)

Cylinders meet DOT specifications.

**DISPOSABLE CYLINDERS**

- **QLP Propane Fuel Cylinder**
  - Net wt.: 14.1 oz. (400 gm.)
  - Disposable steel cylinder. Fits most standard propane torches and other propane appliances. (CGA 600 fitting)
- **QLM-Pro MAP-Pro™**
  - Net wt.: 14.1 oz. (400 gm.)
  - Disposable steel cylinder containing a composition of Propylene. (CGA 600 fitting)

**ACCESSORIES**

- **MP-21 Flame Shield**
  - Size: 10" x 18"
  - Asbestos free material helps protect walls, joints and studs from flame and spark damage.
- **G-9000 Heat Barrier**
  - Size: 12oz.
  - Use to protect valves & many other components from heat damage associated with torch use
  - Reusable, use over & over again
  - Molds like clay to any configuration
  - No drips, no mess, easy to remove
- **MP-100 Cylinder Holder**
  - Keeps torch and tank upright.
- **MP-1 Lighter**
  - Single flint lighter. (Flint included.)
- **MP-20-XC Lighter**
  - MP-1 lighter with MP-2-5 flints packaged for display.
- **MP-2-5 Lighter**
  - Holder of 5 flints for MP-1 lighter.
- **MP-6 Lighter**
  - Triple flint lighter.
- **MP-7 Flint**
  - Triple flint.
ACCESSORIES

MA-2 Wrench
Wrench for “B” and “MC” Acetylene cylinders.

MP-4 Wrench
Multi-size wrench.

MP-37-A Tip Cleaner
Over-the-glasses style.

MP-35 Welding Goggles

MP-10 Torch Stand
Supports torch to eliminate relighting and prevents the hot tip from touching the work surface. Fits EX style extensions.

KEY:
B Refers to 9/16 – 18 Threads
A Refers to 3/8 – 24 Threads
LH Refers to Left Hand Threads
RH Refers To Right Hand Threads
M Refers to Male Threads
F Refers to Female Threads
Oxygen Has Right Hand Threads
Fuel Gas Has Left Hand Threads

Y-OUTLET
IP-3
9/16” – 18 LH fittings.
Connects to outlet of regulator.

TIP TO HANDLE ADAPTERS
BRS-770
Adapts snap-in tips to torch handles with screw-in design.

BRS-665
Adapts the Goss variety of Pencil, Brush or Target® Tips to torch handles with snap-in design.

BRS-700
Converts TW-5A and TW-10A oxy/fuel torch to screw-in air/fuel tips.

TIP TO HANDLE ADAPTERS
BRS-364
B Reg. To MC Cyl.

BRS-365
B Cyl. To MC Reg.

BRS-366
B Reg. To MC Cyl.

BRS-367
B Cyl. To MC Reg.

BRS-317
Fuel Hose Coupler
(A) 3/8-24 LH to (A) 3/8-24 LH

BRS-319
Fuel Hose Coupler
(B) 9/16-18 LH to (B) 9/16-18 LH

COUPLERS & ADAPTERS
POL cylinder connection x 9/16” – 18 LHM hose fitting.

1” 20m x 9/16” – 18 LHM hose fitting.

IP-2 Adapter
Propane tank to hose.
Includes built-in excess flow valve.

BRS-461 Adapter
Enables hand torches that connect to disposable tanks to be connected to a hose.

Belt Clip used with GX-R Regulator. Includes hook to hold torch.
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